By the Sea Secret Trails

For each question a grid of letters is presented. Locate the word within the grid and draw a line from square to square to link the letters of the word. The letters that make up the word may lie up, down or horizontally to each other, but they will not run diagonally.

1. H A H
   S R K
   B O P

2. F A T
   L O I
   S U J

3. V X B
   J A M
   F O S

4. I V E
   D U A
   C K O

5. R P B R
   J I N E
   A R N J
   M Q P P

6. V E
   A N
   W N

7. J V S U
   S U G N
   K N R U
   Y B I N
   Z U R N

8. T W J
   I D E
   V L W

1. Large predatory fish. Star of “Jaws”.
2. To be suspended in water.
3. Froth formed by waves.
4. To jump hands and head first into water or to swim underwater with an air tank.
5. Describes anything to do with the sea.
6. A ridge on the surface of the sea. Also what you might do when you see somebody you know or say goodbye.
7. Painful rash that occurs when you are in the sun too long.
8. Movement of the sea from moon’s gravitational pull.